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The Radical Pair Model proposes that the avian magnetic compass is based on

spin-chemical processes: since the ratio between the two spin states singlet and

triplet of radical pairs depends on their alignment in the magnetic field, it can

provide information on magnetic directions. Cryptochromes, blue light-

absorbing flavoproteins, with flavin adenine dinucleotide as chromophore,

are suggested as molecules forming the radical pairs underlying magneto-

reception. When activated by light, cryptochromes undergo a redox cycle,

in the course of which radical pairs are generated during photo-reduction as

well as during light-independent re-oxidation. This raised the question as to

which radical pair is crucial for mediating magnetic directions. Here, we pre-

sent the results from behavioural experiments with intermittent light and

magnetic field pulses that clearly show that magnetoreception is possible in

the dark interval, pointing to the radical pair formed during flavin re-

oxidation. This differs from the mechanism considered for cryptochrome

signalling the presence of light and rules out most current models of an

avian magnetic compass based on the radical pair generated during photo-

reduction. Using the radical pair formed during re-oxidation may represent

a specific adaptation of the avian magnetic compass.
1. Introduction
The Radical Pair Model by Ritz et al. [1] proposes that the reception of magnetic

directions in birds is based on spin-chemical processes in specialized light-

absorbing photopigments, where photon absorption leads to the formation of

spin-correlated radical pairs. The magnetic field alters the dynamics of the tran-

sition between spin states and thereby modifies the ratio singlet/triplet, with the

magnitude of the response depending on the alignment of the radical pair with

respect to the direction of the magnetic field. This is assumed to result in an

activation pattern across the retina which provides birds with directional infor-

mation. The model is supported by the observation that radio-frequency fields

in the MHz range, a diagnostic tool for radical pair mechanisms [1,2], disrupt

magnetic compass orientation of all bird species tested so far [3–8].

As receptor molecule, Ritz et al. [1] had suggested cryptochrome, a flavoprotein,

where absorption of photons leads to the generation of radical pairs (for details, see

e.g. [9]). The avian magnetic compass indeed does not work in the dark [10,11]; it

requires short-wavelength light from UV to about 565 nm green (e.g. [12–14]; for

summary, see [15]), which is in agreement with an involvement of cryptochrome.

A form of this protein, cryptochrome 1a (Cry1a), was found in the UV/V cones

in the retina of birds, where it is located at the discs of the outer segment probably

in an oriented manner, as required by the Radical Pair Model [16]. Most signifi-

cantly, activated Cry1a has been detected at the molecular level in the bird retina

[17], matching the light conditions that confer magnetic sensitivity [18].

The light-absorbing cofactor of cryptochrome is flavin adenine dinucleotide

(FAD), which undergoes a redox cycle (e.g. [19,20]). In the dark, it exists in the
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Figure 1. Redox cycle of FAD, the chromophore of cryptochrome. The radical
pairs are given in parentheses; coloured arrows, photo-reduction by the
respective wavelengths (see text); black arrows, light-independent reactions
of re-oxidation (after [19], modified). ‘Z’ in the radical pair generated
during re-oxidation stands for a radical whose nature is not yet clear ([21]
and text).
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oxidized, resting form FADox; photo-reduction by UV

and blue light up to about 500 nm triggers the transfer of an

electron from a nearby tryptophan (Trp), forming the radical

pair FADH†/Trp†. The semiquinone FADH† can be directly

re-oxidized in a reaction not requiring light; in the presence of

light from UV to about 570 nm green, however, it can be further

photo-reduced to the fully reduced form FADH–, which is then

re-oxidized in a light-independent reaction to FADox. During

this re-oxidation, a second radical pair is generated, involving

FADH† and a not yet identified radical, possibly O2
–†

(figure 1; for details of the FAD redox cycle, see [19]). This

raised the question as to which radical pair is the critical one

for detecting magnetic directions.

Given that radical pairs generated during photo-reduction

require light, whereas those during flavin re-oxidation are

formed independently of light, a simple means of distinguish-

ing between the two possible radical pairs suggested itself:

we recorded the orientation of migratory European robins,

Erithacus rubecula, under flickering light and periodically

compensated magnetic field conditions, with the two com-

ponents arranged in a way that light was on only when the

magnetic field was compensated, while the light was off

when the local geomagnetic field was present. If the radical

pair generated during flavin re-oxidation is the one mediating

magnetic directions, then the birds should be able to orient

even if the geomagnetic field was present only in the dark.
2. Material and methods
The study was performed in January and February 2011, 2012

and 2013 in wooden huts in the Botanical Garden of Frankfurt

am Main (508090 N, 88400 E) where the local geomagnetic field

of 47 mT, 668 inclination was largely undisturbed. Testing

followed our standard procedure [13,14,18].

2.1. Test birds
The test birds were European robins, Erithacus rubecula
(Turdidae), a night migrating species that is distributed all over

Europe. The northern populations migrate and winter in the

Mediterranean and northern Africa. Juveniles of probably Scan-

dinavian origin, identified by their wing lengths, were caught

in mist-nets during September and October of the previous

year in the Botanical Garden and kept over the winter. They

were housed in individual cages under a photoperiod that simu-

lated the natural one until the beginning of December, when it

was decreased to 8 L : 16 D cycle. Around New Year, the photo-

period was prolonged in two steps to 13 L : 11 D cycle. This

induced premature spring migratory activity and allowed us to

start the experiments after the first week in January. After the

end of the tests, when the photoperiod outside had reached

13 h, the birds were released.

2.2. Test apparatus
The robins were tested one at a time in funnel-shaped cages [22]

where the inclined walls were lined with thermo-paper. As the

birds moved, they left scratches on the paper that documented

their activity and could be analysed to calculate their headings.

Each cage was covered with an opaque Plexiglas disc and

was placed in a cylinder the top of which was formed by

the disc carrying an array of light-emitting diodes (LEDs). We

used two narrow band lights, 502 nm turquoise (half-bandwidth

486 and 518 nm), a wavelength where the full redox cycle can

run, and 565 nm green light (half-bandwidth 550 and 583 nm)

that can induce only the second step of photo-reduction from
the semiquinone to the fully reduced form. The light passed

through two diffusers before it reached the bird in the cage,

where the quantal flux was about 8 � 1015 quanta m22 s. The

light level was controlled before each test using a radiometer,

Optometer P-9710-1 (Gigahertz Optik, Puchheim, Germany)

and the probe ‘Visible’ RW-3703-2, a silicon photo element for

the wavelength range 400–800 nm, with specific calibrations

for the wavelengths of the LEDs used. The light was either

steady or was modified with a frequency of 1 Hz. Tests under

constant green light in the continuous geomagnetic field served

as controls (C G).

Sets of four cages were placed together in the centre of Helm-

holtz coil systems arranged in a way that their axes coincided

with the magnetic vector; when provided with power, the geo-

magnetic field was compensated about 96% to less than 2 mT,

which was controlled by a Fluxgate Magnetometer MAG-01H

(Barrington Instruments, Oxford, UK). The coils were also

activated in a 1 Hz rhythm.

A custom-made control box controlled the electric current for

the lights and the Helmholtz coils. It included a microprocessor

with an integrated oscillator operated at 16 MHz (+1%) control-

ling the timing (Microchip PIC18F26K20). To avoid overshooting

electric fields when the Helmholtz coils were powered, the cur-

rent was slowly increased in small steps within 3.7 ms to reach

the voltage required for compensating the geomagnetic field;

with this setting, no overshooting electric fields could be

measured. Switching the coils off was done correspondingly.

In the critical tests where light and geomagnetic field were

alternating, the control box was programmed in a way that the

coil systems were switched on as described above, and, for a

security interval, the current for the light was switched on

15 ms later, which lit the LEDs within 35 ns. When the light

was switched off, the LEDs went dark within 105 ns, and the

compensation of the magnetic field continued for the respective

time of 15 ms. This was to guarantee that there was no overlap

between the geomagnetic field and the light. Thus, to avoid an

overlap, the duration of the light period and of the period

where the geomagnetic field was present were somewhat less

than 300 ms and 700 ms, respectively, but we use these numbers

for simplicity.
2.3. Test performance
The bird room was lit with ‘white’ light including a small portion

of near UV. The birds were caught from their housing cages

about 10 min before the lights went off in the bird room and

brought into the test cages. The test period lasted 1 h. Then the

http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 1. Orientation in the various test conditions of 12 birds, based on three recordings each. Test conditions: C G, control in continuous 565 nm green light
in the geomagnetic field; C T, control in continuous 502 nm turquoise light in the geomagnetic field. G Mag 100/900 and G Mag 300/700, continuous 565 nm
green light, geomagnetic field present for 100 ms, compensated for 900 ms and present for 300 ms, compensated for 700 ms, respectively; Li T 300/700,
502 nm turquoise light 300 ms on, 700 ms off, in the geomagnetic field; Li T 300/700Xy, same as before with beak locally anaesthetized with Xylocain; Li G
300/700, 565 nm green light 300 ms on, 700 ms off, in the geomagnetic field; Li T 300/Mag 700, turquoise light on for 300 ms in a compensated magnetic
field, geomagnetic field in the dark for 700 ms; Li G 300/Mag 700, green light on for 300 ms in a compensated magnetic field, geomagnetic field in the dark
for 700 ms; Li G 300/Mag 700Xy, same as before with the beak locally anaesthetized with Xylocaine. Median rb, median of the 12 birds’ vector lengths,
reflecting the intra-individual variance; aN, rN, direction and length of the grand mean vector (direction in parentheses if not significant), with asterisks
indicating a significant directional preference by the Rayleigh test [25]. DC, angular difference to the mean of the respective control with significance
by the Mardia Watson Wheeler test [25] indicated; DX, angular difference to the difference of the sample above marked X. Significance levels: *p , 0.05,
**p , 0.01, ***p , 0.001, n.s., not significant. For the orientation behaviour of individual birds, see the electronic supplementary material, tables S1 – S3.

test conditions year median rb aN rN DC DX

C G 2011 0.81 3538 0.70** C2011

G Mag 100/900 2011 0.80 (1488) 0.08n.s. (þ1558)*

C G 2012 0.94 98 0.88*** C2012

C T 2012 0.90 88 0.64** 218 n.s

G Mag 300/700 2012 0.89 3538 0.56* 2168 n.s.

C G 2013 0.96 3548 0.60** C2013

Li T 300/700 2013 0.84 18 0.83*** þ78 n.s. X

Li T 300/700 Xy 2013 0.92 58 0.74*** þ118 n.s. þ 48 n.s.

Li G 300/700 2013 0.95 28 0.82*** þ88 n.s.

Li T 300/Mag 700 2013 0.95 3548 0.83*** +08 n.s.

Li G 300/Mag 700 2013 0.97 138 0.91*** þ198 n.s. X

Li G 300/Mag 700 Xy 2013 0.84 48 0.81*** þ108 n.s. 298 n.s.
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birds were removed from the test cages and returned to their

housing cages. The three tests per test condition were performed

in ‘rounds’: during round 1, the birds were tested once in each

condition (including conditions not included in this study) in a

pseudorandom sequence, then in round 2 etc., with the sequence

of test conditions differing between rounds.

In order to identify the receptor mechanisms providing the

magnetic directions, we also tested the robins with their upper

beak anaesthetized by gently rubbing a cotton bud soaked in

Xylocaine 2% (Astra Zeneca, Wedel, Germany: active substance:

lidocaine hydrochloride). This was to deactivate magnetite-

containing structures in the beak. In previous tests, it had

cancelled the effect of a strong magnetic pulse [23] and led to dis-

orientation in birds showing ‘fixed direction’ responses (e.g. [10];

for review, see [24]).

2.4. Data analysis and statistics
The thermo-paper was removed from the cages and the scratches

were counted by a person blind to the type of the test. Tests with

less than 35 scratches were discarded because of showing too

little activity; these tests were repeated at the end of the series

with the same bird in the respective condition. For the activity

in 24 sectors, we calculated the heading of the respective test.

The three headings of each bird in each test condition were

comprised in a mean vector for that bird with the direction ab

and the length rb. Sometimes, birds showed axial behaviour

with two of their headings on one end and one on the other

end of an axis. In these cases, we calculated the axial vector by

doubling the angles and used the preferred end of the axis for

further analysis. From the ab’s of the 12 birds tested in each

condition, we calculated the second-order grand mean vector

with the direction aN and the length rN. It was tested for signifi-

cant directional preference using the Rayleigh test [25], and the

test conditions were compared with the control using the
Mardia Watson Wheeler test for differences in distribution [25].

A median was calculated from the rb to characterize the

intra-individual variance.
3. Results
The results of all tests are presented in table 1, indicating

differences to the control tests under steady 565 nm green

light, where the birds were oriented in their seasonally appro-

priate migratory direction. The data of the individual

birds are given in the electronic supplementary material,

tables S1–S3.

To distinguish a possible effect from unspecific ones, we

began with testing whether the birds would be able to orient

(i) under flickering light and (ii) when the geomagnetic field

was present only part of the time. The respective conditions

repeated themselves every second. In this study, we use a

behavioural response, with the time birds require for obtain-

ing magnetic directional information for this response yet

unknown—it not only depends on the time course of the FAD

cycle, but mainly on the biological processes transmitting and

processing the respective information, involving, for example,

the integration of input from all spatial directions to form a

magnetic image [1]. Hence we had to test several timings.

Under constant green light in a pulsed magnetic field with

100 ms geomagnetic field, 900 ms compensated field (Li G

Mag 100/900), the birds were disorientated—obviously, the

geomagnetic field present only about 10% of the time each

second was too short to allow orientation (table 1 and

figure 2a). However, the birds were oriented in their seasonally

appropriate migratory direction when the geomagnetic field

http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 2. Orientation behaviour during the pre-test series. Above: testing the required duration of the presence of the geomagnetic field under continuous green
light, with (a) the geomagnetic field present 100 ms s – 1, 900 ms compensated; (b) the geomagnetic field present 300 ms s – 1, 700 ms compensated. Below:
testing flickering light in a constant magnetic field: tests in the geomagnetic field with light present 300 ms s – 1, 700 ms total darkness. (c) Under flickering
502 nm turquoise light; (d ) under flickering 565 nm green light. The schemes above the circles symbolize the distribution of light (above, green or turquoise)
and magnetic field (below; brown). The triangles at the peripheries of the circles mark the mean headings of individual birds based on three recordings each,
solid: unimodal, open: preferred end of an axis. The arrows represent the grand mean vectors drawn proportional to the radius of the circle, and the two
inner circles mark the 5% (dotted) and the 1% significance border of the Rayleigh test [25].
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was present 300 ms per second and 700 ms compensated (Li G

Mag 300/700) (figure 2b). The same was true in the constant

geomagnetic field under flickering 502 nm turquoise or

565 nm green light that was 300 ms on and 700 ms off every

second (Li T 300/700 Mag and Li G 300/700 Mag;

figure 2c,d ). In these cases, the birds’ orientation was not differ-

ent from that in the control tests (table 1), which clearly showed

that these periodically changing conditions per se did not

disrupt orientation by the magnetic compass.

In the critical tests, the light was on for about 300 ms per

second with the magnetic field compensated and the geo-

magnetic field present only in the dark phase (Li T 300/

Mag 700 and Li G 300/Mag 700); we took great care that

the light and the geomagnetic field did not overlap. Here,

the birds were also oriented in their migratory direction

(figure 3), indistinguishable from that in the control condition

(table 1).

The orientation under flickering light and when the mag-

netic field was present only in the dark was not disrupted by

local anaesthesia of the upper beak (Li T 300/700 Mag Xy;

Li G 300/Mag 700Xy, table 1), indicating that the orienting

information in these test conditions still originated in the rad-

ical pair processes in the eyes and not in magnetite-based

receptors in the beak (see [15,23,24] for discussion).
4. Discussion
We discuss our findings in view of the Radical Pair Model

with cryptochrome as the molecule forming the radical

pairs mediating magnetic directions, because this is the

only model that can explain the characteristics of the avian

magnetic compass and is supported by experimental

evidence (see the electronic supplemental material, S2).

The oriented behaviour of the birds when the magnetic

field was present only during the dark intervals shows that

the actual detection process of magnetic directions occurs

also in the absence of light. If cryptochrome is indeed the

receptor molecule, this indicates a crucial role of the radical

pair generated during the light-independent re-oxidation of

the fully reduced FADH–—this radical pair appears to be

the one where the modification of the singlet/triplet ratio

leads to sensing magnetic directions. It means that for the

so-called ‘light-dependent magnetoreception’, in the strict

sense, light is not needed for the receptive process itself—

this appears to run also in the dark. Light is required,

however, to trigger cryptochrome photo-reduction in order

to provide the fully reduced form of FADH–, because this

form is an essential prerequisite for generating, during re-

oxidation, the crucial radical pair [19]. The time course for

http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 3. Orientation of birds when the magnetic field and light was present alternatingly. (a) Orientation under 502 nm turquoise light when the light was on and
the magnetic field compensated for ca 300 ms, then the light was off and the geomagnetic field present for ca 700 ms, then again the light was on and the
magnetic field compensated, etc. (b) Orientation in the same condition under 565 nm green light. Symbols as in figure 2.
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re-oxidation is of the order of minutes [26]; obviously, there is

sufficient FADH– available during the dark phase in the geo-

magnetic field to run the receptive processes before more

FADH– is produced during the next light phase.

A similar mechanism had already been suggested by pre-

vious experiments [14,15,18,27] when we observed well-

oriented behaviour and activated Cry1a under green light,

where the first step of photo-reduction cannot run. Yet, this

was possible only when birds had been under ‘white’ light

before, i.e. under light including UV and blue wavelengths that

trigger the photo-reduction of FADox to FADH†. Apparently,

if at the beginning of the exposure to green light some semiqui-

none was present, it could be further reduced by green light and

then re-oxidized [18,27], forming the magnetically sensitive rad-

ical pairs. Our data here provide the first evidence that the radical

pair generated during the light-independent re-oxidation is the

one underlying the avian magnetic compass.

The new results thus support our previous findings and are

in agreement with the magnetic compass of birds being based

on Cry1a as receptor molecule. All cryptochromes appear to

undergo the same redox cycle [9,19] (figure 1): in the course

of photo-reduction and the following light-independent re-

oxidation, radical pairs are generated, and these radical pairs

react with the magnetic field [1]. In most cases, however, any

effect of the ambient (geo)magnetic field is irrelevant for the bio-

logical function of the cryptochromes, as they signal the

presence and amount of light and entrain the circadian clock

[9]. When cryptochromes are controlling biological processes

like, for example, hypocotyl growth and flowering in plants,

the reactions during photo-reduction of FADox by blue light

to the semiquinone FADH† are considered to be crucial (e.g.

[20,28,29]). Green light that reduces the amount of FADH† with-

out replenishing it was found to act antagonistically to blue light

in vitro and also in the living plant [20,29]. This is clearly not the

case when magnetic directions are detected by birds

[12,14,17,27]: here, blue and green light act synergistically,

both causing the further photo-reduction of the semiquinone

to the fully reduced FADH–, which leads to the formation of

the critical radical pair during re-oxidations.

Many theoretical and experimental models of a crypto-

chrome-based magnetic compass in birds, analogous to the

signalling mechanisms of cryptochrome considered in plants,

discuss the radical pair FADH†/Trp† generated during photo-

reduction as being the one mediating magnetic directions
(e.g. [30–34]). Our data clearly rule out this possibility. The

compatibility of the radical pair FADH†/Trp† with magneto-

reception is questioned in a recent analysis [35], and theoretical

considerations and calculations have indicated that this radical

pair formed during photo-reduction may not be optimal for

this task because of its magnetic nuclei and hyperfine interactions

in both radicals; a radical pair with one radical devoid of mag-

netic nuclei would be much more effective in responding to the

external magnetic field [6,21,36–39], possibly in a ‘reference–

probe system’ [39], making use of this difference. The radical

pair generated during re-oxidation probably has these properties

[6,21] (figure 1). A reference–probe system with FADH† as refer-

ence and O2
–† as probe (e.g. [6,39]), however, raises a number of

yet unsolved questions (e.g. [8,38,40,41]). Lee and colleagues [21]

suggested that an unknown ‘Z†’ radical from the cellular

medium could provide an alternative to O2
–†, and the cellular

environment can indeed significantly modulate cryptochrome

reactions [42]. The involvement of a recently discovered TrpH†

radical with a life time of up to 50 ms [35] seems highly unlikely,

because the time required for magnetoreception clearly exceeds

100 ms. The specific processes involved in re-oxidation are still

poorly understood and require further analysis.

Sensing magnetic directions thus seems to be based on

chemical properties that are common to all cryptochromes

[9] (figure 1), yet in this case, the radical pair generated

during re-oxidation appears to be crucial. A reason for rely-

ing on this radical pair could lie in the different nature of

the task: instead of signalling the presence of light [9,20,29],

cryptochrome has to provide information on directions. In

view of the indications that the radical pair generated

during re-oxidation could make the better magnetic sensor,

it would not be surprising that natural selection had

shaped the mechanism in a way that it makes use of the rad-

ical pair that is most suitable to solve the required task [6,21].

Together with the location of Cry1a probably in ordered

arrays at the discs in the outer segment of the UV/violet

cone photoreceptors that are distributed all across the avian

retina [16], this could represent a special adaptation to the

birds’ need for an efficient magnetic compass.
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